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The SAT is changing format in 2016. You 
can check out our website for information 
about the anticipated new design, but 

here, we want to provide some broad advice for 
students during the transition about which test 
to take depending on your graduation date. 

!e "rst, newly-formatted SAT will be 
administered internationally in May 2016. For 
several years during the transition, universities 
will accept both the old and new tests so there 
isn’t much danger of prior scores expiring. !e 
new test is still largely an unknown so our broad 
advice is “better the devil you know” and students 
should take the old test format, if at all possible. 
!e old test also lends itself better to preparation 
than the ACT or the new SAT. !is broad advice 
must be weighed against taking the test too early, 
something we’ve been railing against for years.

International School students 
(September to June school year)
Current seniors and juniors (Class of 2015 and 
Class of 2016) should take the old test. !e new 
format SAT will not be available until after the 
standard application deadline, so don’t sweat the 
new one.  

Where it gets a bit trickier is for present 
sophomores who will graduate in 2017. !ese 
students are right on the cusp of the transition 
to the new test, which means they will be able 
to take the old test up until December 2015 
(during their junior year) or hold o# and be 
in the "rst batch taking the new test in May 
2016.  Some would say that because the test 
is technically meant to be taken in the end of 
eleventh grade, all students should hold o# and 

take the new test. While this advice would be 
valid for many students, we think that being in 
the "rst batch to take the new test might not be 
the best idea. !e new test format is still very 
much a great unknown, while preparing for the 
old test is something we have basically mastered.  
!erefore, we recommend most current tenth 
graders take the old SAT in November or 
December of 2015, with the January 2016 test 
kept in reserve.  If you don’t do well, then you 
can turn to the new test. If you get a good score, 
then you will have that one on record and can 
worry about more important matters such as 
sports, dance or glee club. 

Kids in local schools 
(January to December school year)
!is is a bit more straight-forward. Students 
graduating from Junior College (JC) this year are 
clearly going to take the old test. We recommend 
those graduating at the end of 2016 take the old 
test. !ose "nishing school in 2017 (current 
Secondary 4 students) would be best served 
to wait for the new SAT as the old format will 

only be available during the time they should 
be focusing on the IGSCE/O Level examinations 
that fall at the end of the calendar year. Boys with 
a National Service commitment add a layer of 
complication to the equation, but as most schools 
will accept both the new and old test when the 
time comes, the advice above still applies.

!ere are no real rules by which American 
universities have to abide. Each sets its own 
policy.  If you are in doubt, then contact the 
school. Most should have a clearly articulated 
policy on their websites. Of course, if this all 
seems too complicated, then just go ahead and 
take the ACT test.  

College Board has been mismanaging the 
SAT for the last several years in Asia and there 
have been delays on scores being released as a 
result of perceived cheating. !is scourge hasn’t 
yet reached the ACT and that test isn’t going 
through any major overhauls for the next few 
years anyway. Of course, a core problem with 
taking the ACT here is that seats are highly 
limited unless you attend a school which is a test 
center. So, for both tests, register early.

Still confused? We don’t blame you. Ask your 
school university advisor for speci"c advice as 
everyone’s case is unique and the answer to many 
things in American education is “it depends.” 

You can also email us on: info@testtakers-sg.
com. Be sure to include what school you presently 
attend as well as your graduation year.

Times, they are a changing...
By Jeremy Craig, Testtakers Singapore

SG50: Nationalize Your Space
By Anthony Sadler

The Little Red Dot, a second home to many of us, is 
celebrating its half-century mark as an independent 
nation; and you can celebrate, too. Aside from the 

seemingly in"nite options to take part in Singapore’s Golden 
Jubilee outdoors, there’s also a multitude of ways to bring the 
atmosphere of this celebration indoors, too. 

Changing furniture is a simple way to decorate for Singapore’s 
big birthday. By adding red accents to white furniture or vice 
versa, you not only tap into the nationalistic feel, but also 

give the space a fresh pop. From adding 
a simple table piece to entirely redoing 
a room, there’s a vast number of ways 
furniture can bring the lion spirit into your 
home.

Another way to amplify SG50 in your 
home is through wall design. Wall 
design goes beyond color and can 
change the whole atmosphere of a 
room. If your walls are white (as 
many are), the job is already half 
done. Adding a splash of red on a 
white background in blocks or strips 
can add a new dimension to your space 
while simultaneously adding in Singaporean patriotism. 

An easy and appealing way to decorate for SG50 is through 
the use of wall decals. Ideas such as Singapore’s map outline, 
skyline or multiple languages all show o# your Singapore 
Spirit! Aym Design can design and make whatever you have in 
mind. www.aymdesign.com.sg

If altering your home seems like too much of stretch, you 
can also add small things such as Singapore-themed decoration 
pieces which also make great gifts.

Super Mama’s artesian dish ware gets in touch with Singapore’s 
commemorative spirit and adds a classic touch to your home. 
Pieces such as the Merlion set, “First Parade” cup and porcelain 

“One Singapore” plate make 
great stylish and festive additions. 
www.supermamastore.com

Also be sure to check out the 
SG50 website for products such 
as stamps, t-shirts, coins and more 
including the National Library 
Board’s celebratory book Living 

the Story Celebrating our 50 years: 1965-2015. 
www.singapore50.sg/en/Collectibles

Whether you completely redesign or add a simple red and white 
contrast, when the $ags are waving and the "reworks booming, 
you and your home will both be part of the celebration. Have a 
great celebration and happy SG50!

Born and raised in Singapore, after eighteen years, Anthony Sadler heads 
o! to D.C. this month to study journalism at American University. Before 
leaving for D.C., Anthony spent his summer gaining real work experience 
building up his writing portfolio at an interior architecture "rm. 

www.drcatherineleeorthodontics.com

